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Conditional antecedents as polar free relatives*
Gregor Williamson
University College London

Abstract This short paper outlines a transparent syntax-semantics mapping for
the internal structure of a conditional if -clause. Specifically, we show that the
conditional-interrogative link (Starr 2009, 2014) is straightforwardly accounted for
on the if-clause-as-restrictor analysis of conditionals (Lewis 1975; Kratzer 1981,
1986, 2012) when if -clauses are treated as polar free relatives.
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1

Introduction

It has long been noted that conditional clauses and (embedded) polar questions are
morphologically similar, if not identical, in many of the world’s languages, with
English being one such language. In (1a), the if -clause marks the antecedent of a
canonical conditional, while in (1b) the if -clause serves the role of an embedded
polar question.
(1)

a.

[If John left], Mary will be happy

b.

Mary knows [if John left].

Besides canonical indicative conditionals, English also has the ability to form
counterfactual conditionals by Subject-Auxiliary inversion (i.e., T-to-C movement)
(Iatridou & Embick 1994), as can be observed in (2a). Similarly, this type of
inversion is found in polar questions in root clauses (2b).
(2)

a.

[Had John left], Mary would be happy

b.

[Had John left] (by then)?

Besides English, homophony between conditional and interrogative markers
is also found in languages as diverse as Albanian and Greek (Iatridou & Zeijlstra
2015), Romance (see Kayne 1991 for French and Italian), Slavic languages such
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as Serbo-Croatian (Arsenijević 2009), and Bulgarian (Bhatt & Pancheva 2006),
Papuan Hua (Haiman 1978), Mayan Tzotzil (Haiman 1978 citing Cowan 1969),
Austronesian Tagalog (Haiman 1978 citing Schachter & Otanes 1983), and Hebrew
(Starr 2014 citing Roger Schwarzschild pc).1
Similarly, T-to-C movement can mark counterfactual conditionals in a number of
other languages such as Italian, European Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Bulgarian
(Iatridou & Embick 1994), Breton (Shafer 1995), and Estonian (Külmoja 2005).
Conditional inversion may additionally be used to mark indicative conditionals in
German, Dutch, Yiddish, Swedish, Icelandic, as well as being used historically in
English (Iatridou & Embick 1994; Bjorkman 2011).
Starr (2009, 2014) notes that the vast majority of theories of conditionals fail
to say anything about this conditional-interrogative link which he takes this to be
a desideratum of a satisfying theory of conditionals. Notably, Starr claims that the
if-clause-as-restrictor account (Lewis 1975; Kratzer 1981, 1986, 2012) is “equally
fustrated” by these facts (Starr 2014: fn.1), and uses this as motivation to develop a
novel semantics for conditionals which is more in line with that proposed for polar
questions. The purpose of this short paper is to defend the if-clause-as-restrictor
account against this charge. We will suggest that, rather than posing a puzzle
for the if-clause-as-restrictor account, the conditional-interrogative link is entirely
compatible with it. We provide a formalisation of an idea proposed in Arsenijević
(2009). Namely, that conditional antecedents are instances of polar relatives (as
opposed to constituent relatives).2 The fact that an if -clause or inverted conditional
appears to have the internal syntax of a polar question and the external syntax of a
free relative or correlative can be taken at face value. The syntax-semantics mapping
which results is entirely transparent: what you see is what you get. The proposal rests
on the assumption that an interrogative C0 forms a (singleton) set, and free relative
formation type-shifts a set-denoting CP to a definite description of the set’s unique
(maximal) member. In this case, a polar free relative will be a definite description of
a proposition.
1 In addition, Breit (2019) suggests that complementizer distribution in Welsh is best accounted for by
assuming that conditional complementizers carry an interrogative feature INT.
2 We do not want to claim that every structure which is interpreted as a conditional antecedent is
underlyingly a polar free relative. Indeed, in many languages, conditionals are formed through
the presence of verbal morphology (e.g., Turkish) and therefore may not be amenable to a similar
treatment.
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2
2.1

Syntax-Semantics Mapping
Conditional antecedents as modal restrictors

Few constructions have received as much interest in the semantics and philosophical literature as conditionals. Within the linguistics literature, possibly the most
influential account is the if-clause-as-restrictor account (Lewis 1975; Kratzer 1981,
1986, 2012; Heim 1982; von Fintel 1994). This theory is best summarised by the
following oft-cited passage.
“There is no two place if...then connective in the logical forms of
natural languages. If clauses are devices for restricting the domains
of various operators.”
(Kratzer 1986, 2012)
According to this account, conditional if does not have any meaning besides
serving to mark a restriction on the domain of a (potentially covert) modal operator.
Consider an illustrative example (3) from Heim (1982). On a more traditional
account of conditionals, (3) would be true only if all the worlds in which John enters
the rooms are such that there is an accessible world in which he trips the switch. On
the restrictor account, the antecedent of the conditional serves to restrict the domain
of the modal, and (3) will be true only if there exists some accessible world in which
John enters the room and John trips the switch.
(3)

If John enters the room, he might trip the switch.

In cases where there does not appear to be any modal operator in the matrix
clause, it is assumed that the conditional clause restricts a covert epistemic necessity
modal (∅ ). For concreteness, we will simply assume that modal operators contain
an additional argument slot for a propositional pronoun which restricts the domain
of quantification (with K being an epistemic modal base function which, given a
world argument, returns the set of worlds compatible with what is known by the
speaker in that world).3
(4)

J∅ Kw = λ p.λ q. ∀w0 ∈ K(w) ∩ p : q(w0 ) = 1

While this approach has been highly influential in the linguistics literature, as
Starr notes, it does not obviously offer any insight into why conditional antecedents
are so often question-like in form. Indeed, conditional if is essentially vacuous on
this approach, and its homophony with polar question if appears to be little more
3 For simplicity, we suppress discussion of Kratzer’s ordering source as it is not relevant for present
purposes and all results carry straightforwardly across.
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than an accident. The aim of the present paper is to suggest that the if-clause-asrestrictor account is entirely compatible with the conditional-interrogative link. In
fact, the claim is stronger. Specifically, we claim that treating if -clauses and inverted
conditionals as polar free relatives results in an entirely transparent syntax-semantics
mapping, provided we adopt the if-clause-as-restrictor account.
The compositional semantics outlined below is straightforward and makes few
non-standard assumptions. All of which we take to be advantages of the proposal.
2.2

Conditional antecedents as adverbial relatives

In a seminal paper on the syntax of conditionals, Geis (1985) argues convincingly that
conditional clauses are adverbial relative clauses. Geis explicitly likens conditional
antecedents to adverbial clauses such as when-clauses. This re-conceptualization
of conditional constructions as adverbial in nature has proved highly influential.
Typically, authors have suggested that the operator-variable configuration involved
in conditional antecedents is one of world-binding (Bhatt & Pancheva 2002, 2006;
Haegeman 2010).4,5
A puzzling fact for any account which tries to group conditionals with wh-free
relatives, such as when-clauses, is the ability of the latter but not the former to permit
long distance construals (Geis 1970). The following example from Larson (1990) is
ambiguous between an ‘upstairs’ reading on which I saw Mary when she made a
claim (5a), and a ‘downstairs’ reading on which I saw Mary at the time such that she
claimed she would arrive at that time (5b).
(5)

I saw Mary in New York when she claimed she would arrive.
a.

I saw Mary in New York [when1 she claimed [she would arrive ] t1 ].

b.

I saw Mary in New York [when1 she claimed [she would arrive t1 ] ].

Compare this to conditionals which are unambiguous (Geis 1970; Bhatt &
Pancheva 2006; Haegeman 2010). The example in (6), based on Bhatt & Pancheva
(2002), can only mean that I will leave on the condition of you saying you will leave.
It cannot mean that you say you will leave on some condition, and I will leave on
that condition.
(6)

I will leave if you say you will.

4 Rawlins (2013) also appears to endorse this position (Rawlins 2013: 121-22). However, he nonetheless
goes on to employ a Kratzerian semantics.
5 Lycan (1984) treats conditionals as event-relatives. While Lycan’s proposal arguably captures the
apparent synonymy between if p, q and in the event that p, q, it does not straightforwardly account
for the conditional-interrogative link discussed in section 1.
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One possible explanation for the unequivocal nature of conditionals is that
if -clauses, unlike when-clauses, are not derived via movement (Iatridou 1991).
Another explanation is that the relevant operator-variable configuration involved
in conditional formation is subject to a locality condition. This is the approach
adopted by Bhatt & Pancheva (2002, 2006), and the approach adopted here. Bhatt &
Pancheva (2002, 2006) note that the world variable of the main predicate of a clause
must be locally bound (Percus 2000).6 Since they treat conditionals as world free
relatives, if -clauses are correctly predicted to lack a downstairs reading. We will take
a slightly different approach. In sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, we propose that the variable
abstracted over is a propositional variable which is also abstraced over in forming
question denotations. This binding is likewise subject to locality constraints due to
reasons of compositionality. This fits with the observation by Haegeman (2010) that
polar questions pattern with conditionals with respect to the unavailability of long
distance construals. Haegeman’s example in (7) only has a reading on which the
embedded question concerns his saying as opposed to his leaving.
(7)

I wonder if he said he would leave.

The syntax of conditional constructions we assume is as follows. A sentence
initial if -clause is base generated in a topic position (Haiman 1978), and provides the
antecedent for the pronominal restrictor argument of the modal auxiliary. We follow
Iatridou (1994), Izvorski (1996), in treating then as a correlative proform which we
assume originates as the restrictor argument to the modal operator in the main clause
before undergoing fronting to a position adjacent to the associated relative.
(8)

TopP
Top0

CP
if -clausei

Top0

CP
C0

DP
theni

TP

C0
T0

VP

∅ ti

···

6 This is Percus’s (2000) Generalization X.
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This structure is similar to the syntax proposed in Chierchia (1995) who observes
that there appears to be an A0 -dependency between the antecedent and a position
within the main clause (see also von Fintel 1994: 88). In the next section, we will
outline the compositional semantics of the if -clause itself.
2.3
2.3.1

Inside conditional antecedents
Free relative formation

Free relatives are a type of definite description formed from a relative clause (Jacobson 1995; Šimík to appear). It is common to assume that this definite description is
derived by a type shifting operation, whereby an ι operator is applied to a relative
clause picking out the unique (maximal) member of the set denoted by the CP (e.g.,
Caponigro 2004). Since Geis (1985) explicitly likens if -clauses to when-clauses, we
can use when-clauses as a point of reference. We assume that wh-items such as when
undergo movement resulting in lambda abstraction, forming a derived predicate
(Heim & Kratzer 1998). In the case of when free relatives, the wh-item originates
as the complement to a covert temporal preposition AT (e.g., Arregui & Kusumoto
1998; von Stechow & Grønn 2013) the resulting structure is a predicate of times
at which the event in the relative clause holds.7 In (9b), the relative clause is type
shifted via an ι operator, resulting in a definite description of the (maximal) temporal
interval at which John sang.
(9)

a.

[Free Relative when John sang]

b.

CP ⇒ ιt[sing(j) at t]
CP ⇒ λt. sing(j) at t

ι

CP

when

C0

λt
C0

TP

[-Q]

John sang AT t
This when-clause can restrict the reference time of the main clause if we assume
that tense operators are existential quantifiers with a pronominal domain restriction
7 This is an oversimplification as it underplays the role of (im)perfective aspect.
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argument which may be co-referential with, among other things, when-clauses
(Ogihara 1996; Altshuler & Schwarzschild 2013).
In the following section, we motivate some vital assumptions about polar questions which will allow us to compose polar free relatives in such a way that they can
act as restrictors for modal operators.
2.3.2

Polar question denotation

Since some of the earliest formal work on the semantics of questions, polar questions
were proposed to denote a two-membered set containing the possible answers to the
question. Namely, the nucleus proposition and its negation (Hamblin 1973).8
Jp?K = {p, ¬p}

(10)

On this approach to polar questions, they cannot function as a suitable input to
free relative formation. However, this approach has not gone uncontested. Many
authors have since suggested that polar questions denote singleton sets containing
only the nucleus proposition (Bolinger 1978; Biezma & Rawlins 2012; Krifka 2015).
Jp?K = {p}

(11)

An immediate problem for a proposal of this sort is in embedded contexts like
that in (12). This sentence can be true if it is not raining, and John knows it is not
raining. However, if an embedded question only consisted of the positive alternative,
it is not clear how (12) would come out as true, since we would appear to need
access to the negative alternative.
(12)

John knows whether it is raining.

In order to account for the apparent availability of the negative alternative in
the case of (12), Biezma & Rawlins (2012) propose a coercion mechanism which
essentially adds the negative alternative to a polar question when it is embedded
under such verbs. We can achieve this through a coercion operator like that in (13).
JOpK = λ Q<st,t> .λ p. Q(p) ∨ Q(¬p)

(13)

Interestingly, however, the most compelling piece of evidence for the existence
of a denotation like that in (11) comes from a similar construction with the dubitative
doubt. Specifically, Biezma & Rawlins note that the embedded polar question in
(14a) is interpreted much like a simple that clause (14b).
(14)

a.

John doubts whether it is raining.

8 For convenience, sets and their characteristic functions will be used interchangeably.
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b.

John doubts that it is raining.

Biezma & Rawlins suggest that doubt is unable to embed a set denoting complement with a cardinality > 1. Evidence for this comes from the fact that, while
doubt can embed that clauses and whether polar questions, it is unable to embed
alternative questions or constituent questions.
(15)

a. * John doubts whether or not it is raining.
b. * John doubts when it will rain.

They suggest that if doubt cannot embed questions with more than one alternative, the embedded polar question in (14a) must denote a singleton set, which would
also offer an explanation for the apparent equivalence of (14a) and (14b).
We can derive a denotation like that in (11) by adopting the question operator in
Fox (2012) and Dayal (2016). The complementizer first combines with TP before
taking an additional argument q which is later abstracted over to return the set of
propositions q such that q = p.
JC0[+Q] K = λ p.λ q. q = p

(16)

The addition of the second argument q which is later abstracted over becomes
crucial in the derivation of constituent questions. In (17) abstraction over q is
necessary in order to form a set of propositions after movement of the wh-item.9
(17)

a.
b.

When did John sing?
CP ⇒ λ q. ∃t[q = λ w. sing(j) at t in w]
CP ⇒ 1 iff ∃t[q = λ w. sing(j) at t in w]

λq

(by ∃-closure)

CP ⇒ λt. q = λ w. sing(j) at t in w

when

CP ⇒ 1 iff q = λ w. sing(j) at t in w

λt
q

CP
C0

TP

[+Q]

John sing at t
9 Following the tradition of Karttunen (1977), Dayal treats wh-words as existential quantifiers. However, in order to maintain a consistent semantics for wh-words such as when across questions and
relative clauses, we are assuming that question formation involves a step of existential-closure (Heim
1982) after movement of the wh-item.
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The question denotation in (17) is (the characteristic function of) the set of
propositions q such that there is some time t for which q is the proposition that John
sang at t. This will be the set of propositions John sang at t for all (contextually
relevant) past times t (i.e., the set of possible answers to the question).
2.3.3

Putting it together

Given our assumption that the extension of a polar question p? is the singleton
set {p}, the denotation of a polar free relative will be a definite description of the
proposition p. The derivation of an if -clause is spelled out in (18b).
(18)

[Free Relative if John sings]

a.
b.

CP ⇒ ιq[q = λ w. sing( j) in w]
CP ⇒ λ q. q = λ w. sing( j) in w

ι

CP

λq
q

CP
C0
if

TP
John sings

Note that this if -clause is a definite description of a proposition and will serve as
the antecedent for the pronominal restrictor argument of the modal operator occupying the main clause. In the case of inverted conditionals, we have essentially the
same picture. A C0[+Q] prompts T-to-C movement and creates a singleton set. Subsequent type-shifting returns a definite description of a proposition, and composition
proceeds as with canonical if conditionals.
3
3.1

Discussion
Comparison to previous proposals

The idea that certain conditional antecedents are polar free relatives has some precedence in the syntax literature. Specifically, Arsenijević (2009) and Haegeman (2010)
both defend such a position. However, neither provides an explicit syntax-semantics
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mapping. The present paper may be understood as providing a formalisation of this
general proposal.10
It is worth comparing the syntax-semantics mapping proposed here to that of
Bhatt & Pancheva (2002, 2006). They propose that if -clauses in conditional constructions are world-denoting free relatives, a proposal explicitly inspired by the
semantics of conditionals developed by Schlenker (2004) and Schein (2001). In
order to arrive at the correct denotation for polar question if -clauses, they assume a
covert whether which shifts a proposition p into the set {p, ¬p} (Bhatt & Pancheva
2002). This means that if -clauses do not differ from standard that clauses prior
to free relative formation or question formation. This leaves the cross-linguistic
tendency for conditional markers to be homophonous with question markers essentially unaccounted for (since it is the covert whether which is doing all the work
in forming polar questions). Conversely, on the present account, if has a single
semantics in both constructions (question forming) and it is the presence or absence
of free relative formation which dictates its status as a conditional antecedent or a
polar question.
3.2

Converging evidence

In this short paper, we proposed that the role of if was to form a singleton set as a
means of explaining how the conditional-interrogative link is compatible with ifclause-as-restrictor theory of conditionals. In recent work, Khoo (Forthcoming) has
independently proposed that conditional if is responsible for mapping a proposition
to a singleton set containing the proposition. Khoo’s motivation is accounting for
the interpretation of coordinated conditional antecedents. It is notable that the two
proposals have converged on a similar semantics for if in order to account for
different sets of facts which are not prima facie connected. The convergence of these
proposals is a promising indication that this story is on the right track.
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